NOTES:
1. MATERIALS: HOUSING: POLYAMIDE (PA66), GLASS FILLED.
   UL94V-0, 5VA (89992-0289); TERMINAL: COPPER ALLOY
   SELECT TIN (Sn) 2.54µm, SELECT GOLD (Au) 0.76µm
2. FINISHES: TERMINAL: NICKEL (Ni) UNDERPLATE 1.27 µm,
   SELECT TIN (Sn) 2.54µm, SELECT GOLD (Au) 0.76µm
3. PRODUCT SPECIFICATION: PS-180414-001
4. PACKAGING SPECIFICATION: PK-180414-003
5. APPLICATION SPECIFICATION: AS-180414-001
6. FOR USE WITH: CITIZEN COB SERIES CL030 LED
7. WIRE GAUGE: 18 OR 20 AWG, SOLID OR STRANDED WITH TIN
   OVERCOAT, STRIP LENGTH 1CM.
8. UL10FB2 UL496 FILE: E345583 (PENDING)
9. REFERENCE PS-180414-001 FOR RoHS REQUIREMENTS.